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“Only fools say in their hearts, 'There is no God.' God looks down from heaven on the
entire human race; he looks to see if anyone is truly wise, if anyone seeks God.”
-- Psalm 53: 1a and 2, New Living Translation .

1
ONE SINGLE CELL on Mars is all it would take to
excite us to think that life on Mars does exist!
ONE single nucleus, in protoplasm would
thrill us, fill us with HOPE that there's
life on other planets.
One single cell is enough to call
LIFE there.
CHORUS
One single cell on Mars, scientists call “life.”
One body here on earth with heart cells and fingernails
SEEN moving to pain..... cells SEEN by ultrasound.....
cells moving ON THEIR OWN --NOT ...............................called LIFE because on Earth.
2
MANY cells on Earth are called just plasm -- a not life --- a
Child that's forming in the womb called NON-existent live.
One fetus with any distinct types of cells is
killed because it cannot yet take a
breath outside his mother. Each
growing child deserves life, NOT
DEATH on Earth. [repeat CHORUS]
Song Story.
I was extremely angry as I wrote these two verses into my journal -- about 5 minutes.
And as I created all of the main music tracks within a couple of hours with
God's Creative empowering. I had just learned that a Christ-following American
company was being threatened with being forced to pay for employees to abort human
lives in the future. WHEN the same employees could easily obtain Planned
Parenthood type services for the same low cost without denying their employer the
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right to their religious convictions.
As I prepared the music tracks only 3 weeks later, government officials were
organizing plans to force every company to choose between closing or not being able
to help any employees with full time hours or ANY benefits, to avoid choosing to kill
unborn babies.
As I talked with prayer partners about what we could do
-- prayers with feet & hands and not
just words--I remembered a poster that my friend Sarah had posted on her FACEBOOK. It asked a
very logical question:
“Why would a Bacteria be considered life on Mars...
and a heartbeat NOT considered life on earth?”
(TheFullTimeGirl.com by LifeCanada).

Wikipedia's description of a single cell bacterium:
“Bacteria, despite their simplicity, contain a well-developed cell structure which is
responsible for many of their unique biological properties.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacterial_cell_structure

So why are many multiple TYPES of cells in a “fetus” -- unborn baby -NOT called Life? YES! We must have COMPASSION for & to help women who
need to find homes for coming babies.
BUT

Science canNOT ignore
logic
that's

inconvenient --

even to show compassion.

Next logical question:
What does God want YOU to do about it?
James 1 verse 5, from God to you.

